Day One: The Invitation of Minimalism
The world shouts consumerism and consumption from every rooftop, billboard, and television. Minimalism
quietly invites us to intentionality.
The world tells us to buy more. Minimalism invites us to pursue less.
The world attempts to impress more. Minimalism invites us to live more.
Minimalism is, in many ways, an invitation. It is not forced. It is not mandated. It is not mainstream. But it is
willing to embrace all.
The invitation is heard as a quiet whisper (though I am thankful for the increasing number of voices online
amplifying it). Unfortunately, in a world that spends billions of advertising dollars seeking our attention, a
quiet whisper can be difficult to hear.
But stop, listen. It is there. It is calling for you.
And why shouldn’t it? It has so much to offer.
Minimalism is an invitation to less stress. A minimalist life removes the clutter from our lives that heaps
stress upon us. It embraces cleaner rooms, cleaner surfaces, and cleaner schedules. And in doing so, it embraces less uncertainty.
Minimalism is an invitation to less debt. Minimalism refuses to consume beyond our means. Instead,
it seeks contentment. Minimalists around the world have paid off thousands of dollars in debt by embracing
a new lifestyle. So can you.
Minimalism is an invitation to more time. Material possessions drain a countless amount of our time
(purchasing, cleaning, maintaining, organizing, and rearranging). Minimalism recaptures that valuable time
for our lives.
Minimalism is an invitation to freedom. Possessions hold us back and weigh us down. They keep us tied
to the past rather than moving forward. Minimalism has removed unneeded possessions and found newfound
freedom in life. And there are no limits to what you can accomplish with this new freedom.
Minimalism is an invitation to value life. At its core, minimalism is about identifying and embracing our
individual values. It refuses to allow culture or corporations to shape our heart’s desires. It has identified what
is most valuable in life and has removed everything that distracts us from it. And life has been reclaimed.
Of course, receiving an invitation is one thing. Attending the party is something completely different.
The invitations have been sent. The door is wide open. And the party is amazing! Won’t you join us?

Day Two: Starting Now
Looking back, it has become increasingly clear how I spent the first thirty-three years of my life chasing
temporal, material possessions. I thought my life would improve as I acquired them. It was supposed to be
the “American Dream.” But I was all wrong.
While my household possessions were not extravagant, they accumulated over years, especially as we
moved into larger and larger homes. Each move would result in more rooms to furnish and more empty closets
and storage areas to keep our stuff. Fashions changed and, thus, we bought new clothes. New technology
emerged and we purchased new gadgets. Kids entered our family and with them came toys, gifts, hand-me-downs,
and purchases “necessary” to raise them correctly.
Our possessions subtly began to control our lives. We spent countless hours cleaning, sorting, organizing,
repairing, replacing, removing, and maintaining our physical possessions—not to mention all the time we
spent on the front end earning the money just to make the initial purchase.
Our pursuit of material possessions was controlling our checkbook, draining our energy, and robbing us of
true, lasting joy.
But then everything changed.
We began giving away all the possessions in our lives that were not essential to our purpose and goals. Eventually, our family removed over 60 percent of our earthly possessions. And we couldn’t be happier. We found
more time, money, and energy to pursue the things in life most valuable to us: faith, family, and friends. We discovered far greater fulfillment in life pursuing our passions than we had ever discovered pursuing possessions.
My only regret is that we didn’t do it sooner—that we wasted so much time, so many years, and so many resources. If I could do life over again, I would have embraced a minimalist life earlier: my teens, my twenties,
or as a newly formed family. As a result, from an earlier date, we would have experienced:
• Less debt
• Less clutter
• Less financial obligation and debt
• More savings
• More intentionality
• More presence with others in my life
• Less need to get ahead at others’ expense
• More passion
• More contentment
The life-giving invitation to minimalism holds benefits for every generation. It is never too late to start, no
matter what stage of life you are in when you are introduced to it. But my life attests to the fact that today
is the best day to begin living with less.

Day Three: Intentionality
At the time my wife and I began minimizing, I was just looking for a little relief. I was weary of living paycheck to paycheck. I was weary of spending so much money on myself while knowing there were others that
needed it more. And I was weary of the time and energy being wasted on cleaning, organizing, repairing,
and maintaining our home.
Our decision to intentionally live with fewer possessions was motivated by discontent. But regardless of our
motivation, shortly after the decision was made, we found countless life benefits:
We found intentionality in our values and passions. Minimalism is the intentional promotion of the
things we most value and the removal of everything that distracts us from it. And while this looks different
for each person, it always requires its pursuer to further define his or her passions—and discover intentionality because of it.
We found intentionality in our finances. Owning less did not provide us with more money (except for
the items we sold), but it did provide us with more opportunity for the uses of our money. Once we became
attracted to living with less, and the hold of consumerism on our checkbook was broken, we could use our
money for more valuable purposes than buying from the clearance rack at the local department store. New
opportunities to help others became available—and new decisions were forced because of it.
We found intentionality in our health. Six months after discovering minimalism, I faced an upcoming
birthday. After spending so many months removing the clutter from our home and life, the last thing I wanted
to receive was anything that could become clutter. While brainstorming nonphysical gift ideas, I noticed a
new fitness gym that had just opened down the street from my house. And for the first time I had the motivation and the finances to get in shape.
We found intentionality in our diet. Interestingly enough, the last thing you want to put in your body
after working out is junky, processed food. As a result, we started making healthier food choices: more fruit,
more vegetables, less sugar. I began to form new friendships with other simple-living advocates, many of
whom modeled intentional diets. Over the years, we have experimented with many of their ideas. Each time,
we discover new foods to eat and increased understanding about the food we put in our bodies.
We found intentionality in our spirituality. Minimalism offered the opportunity to slow down. It also
provided the motivation. As I began to realize how much of my thinking had been hijacked by advertisements and a consumer-driven society, I was drawn to the practice of meditation and solitude. I was drawn
to find new voices for guidance. Being raised in a religious home, I was also drawn to find the voice of a
higher power—one who knew far more and could reorient my life around greater, more eternal pursuits.
This voice is still and small. And it requires each of us to slow down long enough to listen.

We found intentionality in our relationships. Owning less opened the door for new relationships in our
lives. We were able to become more involved with our neighbors and our community. We were more willing to have people in our home, as preparing for their arrival became easier. We spent less time shopping
and cleaning and organizing and began to spend more time with the people who made life enjoyable. Our
capacity for and appreciation of relationships began (and continues) to grow.
We found intentionality in work. The longer we lived with fewer possessions, the more our view of
money began to change. It became less important. Our essential needs are met and we have enough left
over to practice generosity—what else is needed? As our view of money shifted, so did our motivation for
work. Work became less about the weekly financial deposit and more about the value and contribution we
could provide to people’s lives. It opened the door even wider for honesty, cooperation, people, passion,
and joy at work.
We found intentionality in our heart pursuits. Living with less opened the opportunity for contentment,
gratitude, and generosity to take root in our heart. It forced us to redefine happiness. Happiness was no
longer for sale at the department store. Instead, we discovered it was a decision available to us all along.
And once we stopped looking in the wrong places, we were able to find happiness in the right places.
We entered into minimalism because of discontent in our lives. But among its greatest gifts, it brought us intentionality. And we couldn’t be more thankful.
If you only get one life to live, you might as well make it the best one possible.

Day Four: The Perfect Home
We live in a culture of unreasonable expectations. Nearly every day, television, magazines, and websites
offer us countless images of the “perfect” home. Beaming faces, sparkling eyes, pristine decor, and bountiful
tables of food are shown on media platforms of every sort. Many of these images stand side by side with
corporate logos and retail stores.
It would seem, from the image on the screen, these items are essential for a perfect home. Because, obviously, the smiles are bigger, the family is happier, and the lights shine brighter—if, and only if, we buy the
consumer product to make it so.
This is not a new strategy from marketers. Our entire lives, they have communicated subtle (and not-so-subtle) messages that our lives will be better, happier, and more fulfilled if we buy whatever they’re selling.
It seems our entire economy is built on making people feel dissatisfied with what they have. And nobody is
immune to the meticulously crafted persuasion.
I assume one reason for the effectiveness of these ad campaigns is because we all desire a joyful home
filled with love, warmth, and comfort. We cherish our time with family and want it to be picture perfect.
We love our kids and want them to be happy. And we all enjoy times of celebration and desire them to be
memorable.
But let’s remember one important truth today: You don’t need any of those things in the ads for a perfect
home. You don’t need new furniture or updated countertops. You don’t need the stainless steel appliances
(or whatever is most trendy this decade). You don’t need the largest-screen television. You don’t need all
the perfect decoration. You don’t need expensive food or drink. And you certainly don’t need a Lexus in the
driveway with a red ribbon wrapped around it.
Home is about family, thankfulness, acceptance, love, and strength. It’s about reflecting on the life that was
and looking forward to the life that can be in the future. It’s about counting blessings. And it’s about slowing
down from life long enough to appreciate and enjoy the people who matter most.
Too often, the consumeristic promises and fake photos keep us from all that. Instead of slowing down, we
speed up. We rush from store to store (or website to website), filling our homes with all the things we think
we need to make it just perfect. We fill our schedules with increased commitments and responsibilities. We
max out our credit cards. We get so frustrated and weary chasing the perfect home that we never take time
to enjoy the one right in front of us.
Once we slow down enough to notice our blessings, we begin to see that we already have everything we
need for a perfect home.

Day Five: What Matters Most
When you own less, you’re freed up for what matters most.
For ten years, my friend Marjorie kept a jar of coins her grandfather had given her. When she moved homes,
she hauled the jar to a shelf in her new closet. They weren’t precious coins that could be sold for a profit;
they would be worth whatever the screen displayed when she dumped them into the sorting machine at her
bank. Marjorie had promised herself that she and her kids would do something special with the money one
day, like visiting a water park. But they never did.
When Marjorie’s heart and mind were captured with the more of less, she finally took those coins—and all
the others she’d scraped out of junk drawers, couch cracks, and purses—and cashed them in. After she’d
taken her family to the water park, Marjorie had money left that she was able to donate to a local charity.
Similarly, Sarah recently told me her story of always wanting to do mission work overseas. When her
church announced a weeklong trip to Haiti, Sarah began dreaming of going with her teenage daughter.
Inspired, Sarah and her daughter made the connection between all they owned and what they hoped to be
and do. Together, they gathered and sorted much of the stuff in their home they no longer needed.
Sarah’s daughter made $325 on Craigslist and eBay selling electronics they no longer used. Sarah held a
yard sale where she sold their extras and welcomed donations to purchase supplies for orphans in Haiti.
Sarah and her daughter were not only able to raise the money for their trip, but they also experienced benefits they’d not even anticipated. Their clutter-free home didn’t accumulate more clutter each day, because
they were living with less. The space was pleasant to live in and they loved the extra time they gained by
caring for less stuff.
These are real stories. And I hear more and more every day. Stories of people who have begun to live their
dreams, because they chose to live with less stuff.

Day Six: Just Do It
If the stuff you own is keeping you from pursuing your dreams—dreams for your family, dreams for yourself,
dreams for others—then you can begin to embrace those dreams by taking a few simple steps to live with
less. And while these baby steps begin with decluttering (which is, admittedly, not so glamorous), the ultimate purpose is to put yourself in a position to fulfill the dreams you have for your life.
So before you leave this guide today, I want you to write down your dream. If you use a journal, go and get
it. If you tape notecards to your bathroom mirror, grab a notecard. If you post sticky notes on your computer, get a pad of sticky notes. Keeping in view the bigger picture of why you’re reducing the amount of stuff
you own will help as you purpose to reduce the amount you own. And if you keep your eye on the reasons
you’re aiming to live with less, you’ll have more energy to do the work before you.
Now that you’ve articulated your motivation, here are a few tips to help you get started removing the
excess from your home:
1. Start small. Focus on easy battles, scoring quick wins, and establishing momentum in your decluttering
journey. Don’t make hard decisions. Just grab an empty bag and remove everything you can easily part with.
Put the items in the bag and set them aside. You can sort them later.
2. Start easy. A bedroom, bathroom, or living room will be easier to begin with than an attic or kitchen.
Plus, if you remove what you don’t need from these frequently used spaces, you’ll experience positive effects almost immediately.
3. Start noticing the benefits. Take a step back and look at what you’ve accomplished. Are you experiencing more peace, more calm, and less distraction? Notice the practical ways owning less improves your
life—and use that motivation to tackle harder spaces in your home.
As you begin to declutter, experiment to discover what makes the process most satisfying for you. Is it offering scooters and baseball mitts to the younger kids next door? Is it seeing a once-crowded shelf become
usable once again? Is it setting goals of gathering one hundred items each weekend and relaxing during the
week? Every person’s process is different, so find what works for you.
Remember that index card on your bathroom mirror? As you choose to own less, you’ll free up time, money,
and energy to be who you want to be. When you shop less, you’ll spend less time driving from store to store
and spend less money on what you don’t need. When you release what you don’t need, you’ll spend less
time organizing and cleaning all you own. Don’t let those gains go to waste. Decide to take practical steps
to realizing your dream. Here are some ideas:
• Spend thirty minutes each day working at your craft.

• Mark your calendar with the day you can volunteer locally.
• Devote three hours next weekend to developing a business plan.
• Start a bank account to save for a mission trip.
• Enroll for a class at your local city college.
• Enlist your kids in collecting canned goods for a local food pantry.
You have been gifted with a desire for abundant living. As you choose to own less, you’ll discover time,
money, and energy that can be used to make it a reality.

Day Seven: Alignment
If you were to sit across from people over coffee and ask them about their dreams and desires, few would
declare, “I just want to make as much money and own as much stuff as I possibly can.” Most people would
answer quite differently.
When you engage in heartfelt conversations and ask people what they want to accomplish in life, most
speak of love, relationships, impact, and significance. They desire to live meaningful lives, close to the
people they love the most. Many speak of faith. Or they talk about solving important problems.
I bet your heart, too, speaks to you of doing something greater, more fulfilling, and longer lasting than
merely accumulating stuff. I know mine does. And yet too often, it seems, we trade our greatest passions for
the temporal possessions of this world.
That’s why minimalism is about more than owning less.
Minimalism is also about alignment. It is about reevaluating the esteem that possessions hold in our affections.
And being intentional about removing the distractions that keep us from realizing our most important goals.
Minimalism frees our lives to realign our resources around the greatest passions of our heart. And this is a
benefit that cannot be overstated.
So grab a sheet of paper. Across the top, write: “The Three Most Important Things I Want to Accomplish
with My Life.”
When you are finished making your list, ask yourself hard questions about alignment.
• Am I spending my money pursuing these accomplishments?
• Have I crafted a life that devotes enough time and energy toward this list?
• Have I allowed any distractions (whether physical possessions or time commitments) to take precedence
over any of these items?
• Are there other, less important pursuits in my life keeping me from fully accomplishing this list?
• Have I allowed my greatest passions and most important desires to be usurped by the world around me?
• Have I chased society’s definition of success rather than my own?
In the end, we’re all going to ask ourselves, Were the things I devoted my life to worth it? And if we discover
at that time that we traded our most meaningful passions for the things of this world, it will be a trade we’ll
regret making.

Day Eight: A Reason to Let Go of Perfectly Good Things
Zoë is a wife and mother of four. Only in her mid-thirties, Zoë has already lived in ten different states, often
citing her years in Hawaii as her favorite. Because of her family’s propensity to move, she has learned the
importance of simplicity.
As she tells the story, “Constantly relocating with a family gave me not just a firsthand look at all our stuff
but also a second look and a third look and a fourth. One evening, I looked around in desperation. Why did
we hold on to so many things? And why were we preoccupied with keeping all of them? I was wasting precious time—time I would have preferred to be spending with family. I wanted to take my kids to the beach,
play at the park, and listen to their laughter. But I was exhausted and stressed. Busy taking care of all our
stuff. I was inspired to change.”
Zoë’s story inspired me. I wanted to include it here because of something important that she mentioned as
she recalled her efforts to minimize her family’s possessions. Peeling away the first layers of excess were
not difficult for her; she made quick progress. “But then,” as she explained, “I hit that layer of perfectly
good things! Valuable things that people spent time and energy to purchase. I felt wasteful and sick at the
thought of giving it away. But I knew, as part of this change, I would have to leave behind a number of good
things that we owned. I realized that I wanted to remove the good things so I could focus more on the best
things.”
This is a realization that nearly everyone I work with encounters. How do we minimize the perfectly good
things we have collected over the years? Sometimes, things that were given to us. But others times, things in
our homes that we spent good money on. How do we handle such items?
It is important to realize that you cannot change the past; you can only learn from it. You cannot go back
and unacquire an item you purchased (unless the price tag is still on it, I suppose). You cannot alter your
spending history. And just because something made you happy in the past doesn’t mean you have to carry it
forever.
The accounting phrase sunk cost trap warns against our tendency to irrationally follow through on an activity that is not meeting our expectations simply because of the time and/or money we have already spent on
it. If a purchase made in the past is not providing its desired result, it is sunk. The wasted time and money is
gone forever, and we should not factor it into future investments. The same is true for many of the perfectly
good things in our home that no longer serve us.
But just because you can’t change the past doesn’t mean you can’t learn from it. Even better, when we learn
from our past, we redeem it.

Rather than feeling guilt about removing a perfectly good thing from your home, use that purchase to better understand what might have been happening in the past. Why did you buy it in the first place? Are you
finding any negative or unhealthy patterns in your decision-making process? Maybe it’s clearance racks, or
Black Friday deals, or popular fashions that keep tripping you up.
Maybe you find it hard to part with items that served you well in the past. Know that you are not alone and
the emotion is common, but keep your eyes always focused on the future. It’s hard to grab on to a new life if
your hands are still full of yesterday’s stuff.
Zoë shared with me one strategy she found particularly helpful as well. “I learned that my perfectly good
things could be a blessing to my community. I donated books to schools and libraries. And I donated clothing
and other household goods to local foster care organizations, shelters, and our local food pantry. I used to
think it would be wasteful just to give things away that were barely used or not used at all, especially if they
weren’t cheap, but then I thought, What if I just own my mistake in buying this thing by giving it away?”
The things in your home should reflect the life you hope to be living, not the life you lived in the past. You
are on to a new stage. Lean in to it fully.

Day Nine: Creating Time
At this point, you might be thinking, Minimalism sounds great, but I just don’t have time to do it! I understand
that. Our lives are busy. We have work and family and hobbies… and a house to clean and take care of.
If there is a lot of minimizing that needs to happen in your home, you may be wondering how you will ever
find the time to accomplish it—or even get started.
I want you to know something important. If you can make the time, you will be surprised at how much time
comes back to you. As you start the process, you will discover—sooner than you think—how much easier it
is to care for a minimized home.
So you’ll need to set aside some time. Right now, before going any further. Identify four thirty-minute blocks
of free time over the next week that you can devote to minimizing.
When I first started, I had to create the time. But I was motivated. This was a change I knew I needed in my
life, and nothing was going to stand in my way. For a two-week period, I set my alarm for 5:00 a.m. Every
morning, before anyone else was up in the house, I got up and put in some focused time decluttering a
space. I found that the more time I invested in minimizing possessions, the more time I seemed to get back.
Abraham Lincoln once said, “Give me six hours to chop down a tree and I will spend the first four sharpening
the axe.” The same principle is true for the lives we lead. If you want to accomplish meaningful things with your
life, invest your time in preparing your tools well. In this case, the tool is your home. As you prepare your home
through minimizing, you will be able to work more efficiently and effectively toward your life’s bigger goals.

Day Ten: Creating a More Comfortable Home
One reason some people resist minimalism is that they’re afraid that they’ll have to get rid of things that
make their home pleasant, easy place to live.
Is that true? Does minimalism make us less comfortable at home or does it make us more comfortable?
Well, let me ask you some questions.
How would you rather spend a rainy Saturday afternoon?
A. Doing what your spouse has been asking you to do—straighten up the storage room where your family
keeps its board games, toys, puzzles, sports equipment, and electronic games both new and obsolete—even
though it seems like you just did that last week?
B. Doing something that makes you feel cozy inside, such as looking at a photo album with your kids, sitting
by the fire in your recliner, or enjoying a movie on television.
Which gives you more of a sense of relaxation and peace?
A. A home that’s crowded and messy, where everywhere you look something reminds you of cleaning or
repairs that need to be done?
B. A home with clean counters, floors and walls that present open vistas, and everything put away in its place?
What’s a better use of your time and prevents frustration when you’re looking for an ice cream scoop in your kitchen?
A. Peering behind leaning towers of Tupperware, pushing aside unnecessary gadgets (banana slicer, anyone?),
and digging through drawers filled with such things as duplicate measuring cups and salad tongs in several styles.
B. Being able to put your hands right on the ice cream scoop because there’s nothing extraneous in your
kitchen and you know right where the scoop is.
If you’re getting ready to minimize your home, let me assure you that you don’t have to get rid of the thing
things you love or use, although there will be an optimal amount of those things that is less than the number
you currently own. And after minimizing, your home will feel more like a place you want to come back to at
the end of the day or the end of a trip.

Day Eleven: Why Do I Have This?
Ask yourself with every item you touch in your home, Why do I own this? When you do, you will be surprised
at the answers.
In my own life, it was the question of Why? that forced me to uncover and evaluate the unseen, unhealthy
motivations that were contributing to my over-accumulation in the first place. Once I knew them, I was
better equipped to overcome them.
Case in point: One of the first areas of my home that I chose to minimize was my wardrobe closet. When I
did, I noticed all sorts of different styles and colors and fits, many of which I no longer wore.
I am not alone in this—many of our closets are filled with items we no longer wear. Clearly, our over-filled
closets have nothing to do with functionality. Instead, they have everything to do with intentionality.
Why do we own all these different articles of clothing and so much more than we need? Is it because we
love them all or need that many shirts or shoes? No. We buy them because we are trying to keep up with
changing fashions—the same changing styles that the fashion industry tells us we need to remain in style.
When we look in our living rooms, we notice all kinds of decorations and knick-knacks cluttering our
shelves. Why do we have them? Because we love them and they tell the story of our lives? Doubtful. Instead, we bought them because they were on sale, they matched the couch, or those built-in shelves needed
something on them.
In each case, we buy things and keep them, not because they benefit our lives, but for some other intention. This realization makes the process of decluttering easier and it holds benefit for almost every item we
own: Why do I own these CDs, that piece of furniture, these toys, these old electronics? Once we determine the
Why? we are better equipped to answer the What now?
Asking Why? forces us to stand face to face with questions of motivation and impulse. It requires us to confront the reason behind the actions. In fact, it offers opportunity wherever it is asked:
What is the first thing you do in the morning? Why?
What are the unhealthy habits in your life? Why are they there?
What worries do you carry? Why is that so?
What fears do you have? Why do you have them?
What struggle points do you have in your marriage? Why?
Do you enjoy your work? Why or why not?

Are you getting ahead financially? Why not?
Are you content with your life? Why or why not?
Are you happy? Why or why not?
With each question, you journey deeper and deeper into your heart.
That’s why the question Why do I have it? forms the basis for your best decluttering efforts going forward.
This question—along with Do I need it?—will open up new ideas about what items to keep and what items
to remove.
And ultimately, isn’t that goal? To remove things entirely from your home that you no longer need…so you
can begin living the life that you want.

Day Twelve: Yes, You Can
Most of the things worth accomplishing in life are difficult, at least to some extent. Because of this fact, it
seems to me that there will always be stumbling blocks that stand in the way of our accomplishing meaningful pursuits. That’s why it is vitally important to discipline ourselves to focus our thoughts on the reasons
we can rather than the reasons we can’t.
There’s not a doubt in my mind that there are countless reasons you can’t accomplish what you most want to do:
You can’t get into physical shape because you don’t have the time, your body hurts too much, or it will take
too long.
You can’t live within your means because you don’t make enough money, you’re supporting too many others,
or life has not been fair to you.
You can’t be a faithful, loving spouse because your partner has made it too difficult, you never had a proper
model growing up, or you’re just too tired at the end of the day.
You can’t accomplish your greatest career goals because you’re not smart enough, you started too late, or
other people are conspiring against you.
You can’t declutter your home and get your physical possessions in order because of this spouse, or those
kids, or that family you grew up in, or your love for figurines.
As I said before, there’s not a doubt in my mind there are reasons why you can’t do any of the difficult things
you want to do. And if you continue to focus on those obstacles, you never will.
I also know, however, that there are countless reasons why you can do exactly what you want to do. And
those who focus on the reasons they can are the ones who reach the mountaintop.
Yes, you can get in better physical shape. If you can still move your body, you can begin making strides in
that direction. Sure, it may hurt at first. But others have turned their life around, and so can you.
Yes, you can live within your financial means. It’s going to take sacrifice and effort and discipline. But others
have done it; so can you.
Yes, you can be a loving and faithful spouse. It’s going to require humility, a decision to love someone despite
their flaws and imperfections, and maybe some outside advice and help. But others have done it; so can you.
You can accomplish your career goals. It’s going to require initiative, hard work, perseverance, and pushing
through your personal boundaries every single day. But others have done it; so can you.

And yes, you can declutter your home and minimize your possessions. It’s going to require finding time to
get started, internal reflection, and finding the ability to make hard decisions. But others have done it, and
so can you.
Your most important work is rarely the easiest work. In fact, just the opposite is true. Your most meaningful
and significant work will be the hardest for you to accomplish.
Those who focus on the reasons they can’t will forever remain paralyzed by their pessimism.
But those who focus on the reasons they can will find hope and energy and perseverance. And in the end,
they are most satisfied with the life they have chosen to live.
What significant goal are you pursuing in your life? Write it down somewhere. Now, just below that pursuit,
write down all the reasons you know it’s possible to achieve. Think of the factors within you and the factors outside of you. And then, for your sake and ours, focus on all the reasons you can achieve your most
meaningful goals.

Day Thirteen: A Body in Motion
Recently, I received an email from a reader with this question: “What advice would you give to people who
don’t know what their passion in life is because they’ve spent decades just accumulating things that don’t
matter?”
I thought I’d share my response here, first, because it is a question I am asked frequently, and second, because I think the answer leads to a larger principle I hope we all find helpful.
To those who are struggling to discern their passion in life, my suggestion is to pick just one good that you’d
like to bring into the world and take a step toward it, whether it’s donating your time, your talents, or your
financial resources. Choose one—any one—and get started in some small way.
If you have a passion or know of a problem in the world you would like to solve, there is probably an organization nearby working on that very thing. Maybe your first step is a Google search and a short email
asking if there is any way you can help.
You may be surprised what you discover. You may quickly realize your talents and skills and uniqueness fit
perfectly into their needs. Or you may discover that they do not. You may discover that your giftedness aligns
better with a different organization or a different passion or a different problem that you want to solve. But
it seems to me that, in either scenario, you’d never make that discovery without taking a first step. Any step.
Because it’s easier to find a vision or identify a passion if you are actively engaged in searching for it.
A body in motion stays in motion. This principle applies to finding passion in life. But I think it also applies in
countless other areas:
Want to be healthier? Take just one step, even a walk around your block. A body in motion stays in motion.
Want to declutter your home? Take just one step—minimize one drawer, closet, or shelf. A body in motion
stays in motion.
Want to travel more? Take just one step—plan one short trip. A body in motion…
Want to get out of debt? Take just one step—make one extra payment on a credit card balance this week.
A body in motion…
Want to be a better parent?
Want to start a new hobby?
Want to become more spiritual?
Want to write a novel or start a blog?

Want to improve or save your marriage?
Want to read more?
Want to get more organized?
In every such situation, a body in motion stays in motion. Every change we desire to see in ourselves begins
with putting ourselves in motion toward it. And then building on the momentum we started.
Your first step in a new direction doesn’t have to be a big one. And while one small step probably won’t result
in the entire change you are hoping for, the second step doesn’t always reveal itself until you’ve taken the first.

Day Fourteen: Letting Go
When I first discovered minimalism and began getting rid of possessions years ago, fear gripped me. I’ve
heard the same from others. Each item I removed felt like a little, voluntary loss. Sometimes I gripped an item
for a while, pondering, What if I need this in the future?
The “what if” mindset slowed me down. As if the George Foreman grill would one day come back to haunt
me and say, “Told you so!”
Despite the discomfort, I learned to let go of my unneeded material possessions—repeatedly. Sure, some
things were harder than others, and some things took longer than others. But slowly, by persisting and not
giving up, I began to see how loss ultimately leads to gain.
Here are five lessons I learned by intentionally letting go:
1. Everything is fleeting. While losses might be painful initially, it’s a fleeting sensation. So if you’ve been
hesitating to throw something away you’ve never used “just in case” you might need it someday, embrace the
loss, let it go, and see how you feel a few months later. My guess is you won’t miss any of it once it’s gone.
2. Lighter is better. Stuff can be burdensome, weighing us down. It’s not just the physical heft of objects,
but it’s also the time we take out of our lives to maintain, prop up, and care for what we own. To let go is
to provide yourself the opportunity to feel the lightness from having less responsibility for material goods.
Today’s losses are tomorrow’s freedom.
3. You can break the chain of materialism. There comes a point where we must question whether materialism allows us to live the life we’d like to lead. By intentionally choosing to let go, we push against the
societal norms and messages that say we must consume more to be happy.
4. You define what’s important. If the stuff we own doesn’t define us anymore, what does? Well, that’s
for you decide. For me, “loss” allowed me to focus on my family, friends, and my larger community. It empowered me to start a charity and online magazines, write books, and connect with an entire network of
simple-living advocates around the world. We must question what today’s potential feelings of loss might
be stopping us from becoming, doing, and supporting.
5. Losses can be reframed. To eschew the materialist messages of our society and become a minimalist
might involve loss. It’s a potent, powerful feeling that can prevent us from acting up and changing our ways.
Inversely, we could move away from the concept of loss altogether, see the act of letting go as giving back
and making time for more of what matters most. In that light, loss becomes a positive force for good. Minimalism isn’t about the things you remove from your life—it’s about freeing up your life to add back in the
things that are truly important.

There are moments that remind me how much I have changed. On a recent flight home, for instance, I got up
to use the bathroom and left my laptop in the backseat pocket. I didn’t think much of it. But when I returned
to the seat, the person seated next to me leaned over and said, “Be careful where you leave that. Someone
might take it.”
I thanked her. But in the back of my mind, I was thinking, I’d be okay even without it. Besides, if someone’s going to
risk stealing a laptop on an airplane, they probably need it more than I do.
Minimalism hasn’t made me flippant about stuff; it’s just helped me focus on what matters most. As my attachment
to material possessions lessens, I am able to develop a greater appreciation for those things that could never
be replaced.

Day Fifteen: The Joy of Completion
There are two types of pursuits in life: those we can be complete and those we will never finish.
For example, my desire to be a good parent will likely never be completed. I will continue to grow and
improve in this area over the course of my life as the seasons change. Likewise, my desires to be a faithful
spouse, a good friend, and a contributing member of society around me.
On the other hand, there are some accomplishments that I have fully completed. I graduated college. I ran a
marathon. I wrote some books. I started a business.
The difference between the two types of pursuit is a simple reality, but there is irreplaceable joy and opportunity
for those who can distinguish between the two. When we continue to pour resources into completed projects,
we miss an opportunity to direct those resources toward goals that continue.
Unfortunately, in a society built on constant and ever-increasing consumerism, there are countless voices
arguing for us to confuse the two.
Consider this: When was the last time you looked at the clothes in your closet and thought, Yup, that’s
enough. I have accumulated enough. I’m done with this pursuit. It is complete? Perhaps never, right? This is because the world has told us we will never be finished buying clothes. Even if you have enough in your closet
to last you the next twelve months, marketers will continue to convince you that you are not done—that the
pursuit of fashionable fabric must continue.
For this reason, we rarely see the pursuit of physical possessions as a desire that can be completed or fully
finished. Even if we have accumulated enough in a numerical sense, there is still a “better” that we could
continue to invest our resources in pursuing. So we look at our existing furniture and think how nice it would
be to upgrade this chair or that rug. We desire a larger home, a newer car, a bigger paycheck, a granite
countertop.
Buying things has become a pursuit with no finish line. But take a look around. Is it possible there’s enough
clothing already in your closet? Is there enough furniture already in your house? Do your kitchen appliances
already meet your needs? Is your car sufficient to get you from Point A to Point B?
If you already own enough clothing, furniture, or housing, maybe you can begin to see that pursuit as completed.
The next time you have a desire to buy something you don’t need, say to yourself, Nope. I’m done buying
clothes. I already have enough. I have met this desire and I am moving on to something else. There is a profound joy and opportunity that will accompany this realization, because it will allow you to redirect your
finite resources toward more important pursuits—those that may never be fully completed.

If you spend less money and time and energy pursuing new clothes, expensive furniture, and more square
footage, you will have more money and time and energy to spend on being a good parent, a faithful spouse,
and a contributing member of society. And isn’t that the goal? To excel at the things in life that matter most and
to remove those that don’t?

Day Sixteen: Stop Comparing and Start Living
Most of us understand the foolishness of trying to compare ourselves to others. We would readily admit
that no good ever comes from it. Yet, whether we are comparing our home size, paycheck, physical features, or any number of measurable (and even unmeasurable) things, we do it all the time. But there are
inherent problems:
1. We most often compare the wrong things. Because we can most easily compare the things that we
can objectively measure, we live in a world that is great at measuring and comparing externals. Somewhere
along the way, we decided that we could determine who is living a more valuable life by comparing
clothes, cars, homes, paychecks, beauty, or Twitter followers. But externals are rarely a good measure. Net
worth has never been a good indicator of self-worth.
2. We always compare our worst with their best. Comparing your life with others is always a losing
proposition because there will always be people who appear to be better off than you and seemingly live
the perfect life. After all, we always compare the worst of what we know about ourselves to the best assumptions we make about others. Be advised, their life is never as perfect as your mind makes it out to be.
3. There is no end to the comparison game. There are an infinite number of categories upon which you
can compare yourself…and an almost infinite number of people to compare yourself to. Once you start
down that road, you will never find an end.
4. Life isn’t graded on a curve. How you measure up against others holds absolutely no importance in
your life anyway. It simply makes no difference. The goal of life is not to be better than 50 percent of the
other people on the planet. The goal of life is to be the best you that you can possibly be.
5. Comparison puts your focus on the wrong person. You can control one life—yours. When you
consistently compare yourself to others, you waste precious energy focusing on other peoples’ lives rather
than your own.
6. Comparison robs you of joy. Comparing yourself to others will always cause you to regret what you
aren’t, rather than allow you to enjoy who you are. It will always steal the joy and happiness that is within
your reach…and place it just outside of your reach instead.
Stop comparing your life with someone else’s and start living your own best possible life instead.

Day Seventeen: Live a Countercultural Life
We live in a culture that begs us to conform, that calls us to squeeze into its mold. It exerts external pressure
on our minds to believe in and buy its opinions, hopes, and aspirations. Yet the pursuits that define most of
our culture never fully satisfy our heart and soul.
In response, the world will tell us to just run faster, reach further, work harder, make more, and become conformed
more deeply. But its promised offer of fulfillment always remains out of reach. Our deepest longings are left
unsatisfied.
Unfortunately, through this vicious cycle, we lose our uniqueness. We lose our passion. We lose our energy.
We lose our opportunity to choose a different future. And because we are too busy chasing the wrong
things, we sacrifice our opportunity to find something greater and more fulfilling in this life.
Meanwhile, our heart begs us to live differently. Our spirit calls us to seek our own passions. Our soul cries
out for us to not conform. Our insides long for us to live countercultural lives.
So how do we break free?
First, we can admit that there must be more. We can come to a point where we realize that there is
more to life than what the world is peddling. We admit that we have foolishly bought what the world is selling and our lives are still empty. Possessions have not brought happiness. Money has not provided security.
Popularity and power have not satisfied. And sex has not brought love. The answers clearly do not lie in a
life conformed to the unoriginal culture of our day.
Second, we can limit culture’s messages into our lives. The calls for conformity enter through our eyes
and ears, take room in our mind, and force out the pleas surfacing from within our soul. While we can never
remove the external pressure completely, we can limit their opportunity for impact. We can watch less television. We can flip through fewer ads. We can worship fewer celebrities. We can find more silence. And as
we begin to reduce the noise from the outside, we open space in our mind to hear from the inside.
Third, we can listen more to our heart. In the absence of external noise, we find more opportunity to
intentionally search our heart. We find the space to allow our soul to speak and cry out for its desires.
We hear best in solitude, meditation, and self-examination. But be advised, this is difficult at the beginning. We are rarely flattered with what we find at first. We must face the hard truth that we have wasted
most of our lives chasing the wrong things. We are humbled at how easily we believed culture’s false promises. But keep listening. The look back is necessary and short.

Fourth, we can pursue our newfound passions. To complete the process, we must realign our lives to
seek our heart’s truest desires. If our lives do not intentionally chart a course in this new direction, they will
eventually revert back to their original state. But be assured that you don’t need to know every step of the
journey ahead; you only need to know the first one, however small it may be.
Nobody can tell you where your heart will lead. Your soul must speak for itself. But rarely will it ask for more
money, possessions, fame, or power. It will usually ask for something far more countercultural than those.

Day Eighteen: A Journey Inward
Plato says, “An unexamined life is not worth living.” Few realize that minimalism is a powerful tool for
self-examination. As our possessions are stripped away, we encounter new heart areas that we would
not necessarily have engaged before:
1. Motivations. When my wife and I began delivering van loads of things to Goodwill, the first trip was
easy. So was the second. But on the third or fourth trip to Goodwill, we began asking ourselves some pretty
hard questions, such as, “If we didn’t really need this thing in the first place, what was our ulterior motive for
purchasing it?”
2. Values. Minimalism is the intentional promotion of the things we most value and the removal of
everything that distracts us from it. To accomplish this journey successfully and intentionality, we were
forced early in the process to clearly identify and articulate our most important values and pursuits.
3. Contribution. As we chose to no longer live as consumers, we had to identify what other contributions
we would be able to offer this world.
4. Interests. With fewer possessions in my life, I have had fewer places to find cheap entertainment (and
consumption). I have learned to engage my mind and creativity in other areas. As a result, boredom is a
word that has been removed from my vocabulary.
Done correctly, minimalism is far more than just an outward journey focused on possessions. It is also a journey
inward resulting in valuable self-exploration and self-discovery. And when everything is taken away, we begin
to see who we truly are.
Who are you?

Day Nineteen: It’s Time to Settle for More
Since becoming minimalist and shifting my life’s focus away from possessions, I have begun to notice how
much of my life was wasted chasing empty pursuits. If I wasn’t working to earn the money to buy more things,
I was researching my next purchase, reading advertisements, shopping at the store, or managing the possessions already in my home. I now consider all of it time wasted that I can never get back. Time I could have
spent chasing things of lasting value.
I lived my life too haphazardly. I became so involved in the day-to-day meanderings of life that I was
no longer able to visualize anything different. My values and pursuits were being dictated by the voices
around me, not the voices within. But I have learned there is something of far greater value to be found by
those who will withdraw intentionally long enough to listen.
I lived my life too selfishly. I worried about my career, my house, my paycheck, my appearances, and my
glory. I offered little concern toward the plight of others. I was too busy loving myself to love anyone else.
But the size of our universe shrinks significantly when we place ourselves at the center. Instead, when we
begin to love others and care for their interests rather than just our own, we begin to see our potential for
joy increase dramatically.
I lived my life too focused on the wrong things. I sought to collect and compare things that can easily
be measured. But there are invisible things in this universe that will bring far greater joy and satisfaction to
our lives than the trinkets on sale at the local department store. I have come to discover the lasting fulfillment
that can be found in hope, peace, faith, love—just to name a few. And I have come to realize there is a
greater joy available to those who learn to fully appreciate the value of each.
C. S. Lewis wrote, “Our desires are not too strong, but too weak. We are half-hearted creatures, fooling
about with drink and sex and ambition when infinite joy is offered us, like an ignorant child who wants to go
on making mud pies in a slum because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer of a holiday at the sea.
We are far too easily pleased.”
Some of the most fulfilling moments in life come when the world’s system is flipped upside-down. Rather than
always rushing to get on top, to acquire more, or to impress others, take time to help someone else. And
rather than looking at a person through the lens of worldly success, look into their heart instead—you may
be surprised what you discover.
It’s time to seek more. And time to realize there are greater things available to us than simply acquiring and
managing a storehouse of shiny things.
Today, I wish you the very best.

Day Twenty: Actions over Words
For as long as I can remember, every Sunday when I drive by a park in our neighborhood, I see a teenage
boy in that park working on his football skills with a private coach. Some weeks, I find him running forty-yard
sprints while his trainer tracks his time with a stopwatch. Other weeks, I find him high-stepping through tires,
weaving through cones, or backpedaling quickly to improve his foot speed.
By the time I drive by, he is clearly exhausted. Often I have seen him complete a drill and walk slowly back
to the starting line. He will put his hands on his knees and take a deep breath—the physical pain obvious
even from my vantage point. And then, with a heavy sigh, he will put his fingers on the ground, arch his back,
wait for the whistle, and push himself again.
I know nothing of this young man. I don’t know his name, his exact age, or where he lives. I only know that he
inspires me.
He reminds me that a goal without action is not really a goal at all.
In my mind, I imagine this young man from the park plays on a football team at one of our local high schools.
His team is full of other high school students, many of whom would tell you they have a goal: to one day
become a professional football player.
There are countless boys who claim they want to play in the NFL…but there is only one I see up early on
Sunday morning running sprints until his legs hurt. There is only one working his tail off to make it a reality.
And I am inspired because that is the dedication required to become a professional football player. I won’t
be surprised if he makes it one day.
The whole scene reminds me of a conversation I witnessed shortly after graduating college. A mentor of mine
was interacting with a gentleman older than I when the man made this statement: “I want to buy a Corvette.”
My mentor responded with words I have never forgotten. “No, you don’t really want to buy a Corvette. You
see, if you really wanted to buy a Corvette, you could buy a Corvette. You could sell your home and maybe
also your business. Then you would have enough money to buy a Corvette. You say you want to own a Corvette,
but if you really wanted to buy a Corvette, you’d be changing your life to do exactly that.”
We see this same dynamic and experience it all the time. We want to get out of debt but continue to spend
money on unneeded things. We want to get in shape but never make the changes in our diet or exercise
habits to accomplish that. We want to start saving for retirement but never pursue the answers we need to
get started. We desire to start a business or change jobs but continue to spend our evenings and weekends
watching television.

Or how about this one? We desire to live in a clutter-free home but continue finding reasons why we need
to keep all the stuff around us.
In each case, what we say we want is different from what we actually pursue. Saying you want something is
one thing; doing something about it is very different. We prove what we desire most by our actions, not by
our words.
So let me ask you: What is it you want most? What life change do you desire?
Then ask yourself this follow-up question: Are you taking the steps necessary to accomplish that goal, or are
you settling for something else instead?
After all, a goal without a plan is just wishful thinking.

Day Twenty-One: Means to an End
Being a minimalist is not my greatest goal in life. It is not my greatest obsession. I dream much bigger dreams
for my life.
I am passionate about my soul, my wife, my kids, my friends, solving problems, and influencing others for good. I
want to live a significant that makes the most of the potential and opportunities I have been given. I will focus
on these priorities above everything else. They are the most important to me and the most important for the
world around me.
In short: I am a husband, a father, and a human bring first. I am a minimalist second.
This is not to discount the lifestyle I have chosen and have dedicated the last ten years of my life to promoting.
Minimalism is a means to that very end.
Minimalism removes physical distractions so my greatest priorities can be elevated. It allows my life to be
defined by eternal pursuits, those dreams that will long outlast me, not by the physical possessions in my home.
Minimalism is a means to an end, but it is not the end itself.
Minimalism simplifies life. It focuses our energies on things that matter. But obsessing about minimalism begins
to complicate it again. And I refuse to allow possessions to define my life—not the collection of them nor the
removal of them. My desire is that my possessions will never be a burden to me, whether in abundance or lack.
At the end of my life, I want to hear my children say, “You were a good father,” not “You were good at being a
minimalist.” I want people to remember me as a friend and servant and someone who stayed focused on the
needs of others, not as a minimalist. Therefore, I choose minimalism. But it will never become an obsession. It
will define my lifestyle, but not my life.
I invite you: Dream big dreams with your life. Dream bigger dreams than minimalism. Pursue greater achievements
with your newfound time, energy, and money.
Minimize your home—as soon as possible and as thoroughly as you can. But remember, minimalism is not the
finish line. It is only a manner of arriving there.

